Aaronovitch, Ben
Rivers of London
F AAR:B
DC Peter Grant lives in a London beneath whose surface is a world of crime. And magic. His story starts
when he tries to take a witness statement from a man who is already dead, and takes him down a
twisting, turning centuries' old mystery that reckons to set modern London on fire.

Abercrombie, Joe
Shattered Sea series
F ABE:J
Half a King ; Half the World ; Half a War
Princess Skara has seen all she loved made blood and ashes. She is left with only words. But the right
words can be as deadly as any blade. She must conquer her fears and sharpen her wits to a lethal edge
if she is to reclaim her birthright. The deep-cunning Father Yarvi has walked a long road from crippled
slave to king's minister. He has made allies of old foes and stitched together an uneasy peace.

Adams, Michael
The Last Girl
F ADA:M
When The Snap happens, everyone can instantly hear everything that everyone else is thinking. As
secrets and lies are laid bare, suburbs and cities explode into insanity and violence. What might have
been an evolutionary leap for humanity instead threatens the end of the world. Sixteen-year-old Danby
Armstrong's telepathy works very differently. She can tune into other people but they can't tune into her.

Adams, Michael
The Last Shot
F ADA:M
The end of the world was only the beginning. After facing the heart-breaking truth about Jack in Shadow
Valley, Danby is determined to have her revenge. With Jack dead, her little brother Evan and hundreds
of other Minions will be free of his control.

Adams, Richard
Watership Down
F ADA:R
A motley band of rabbits desert their ancient warren when gentle Fiver predicts imminent destruction of
all who remain. Led by Fiver's intelligent brother, Hazel, the refugees set out on an epic search for a new
home.

Adeyemi, Tomi
Children of Blood and Bone
F ADE:T
Zelie Adebola remembers when the soil of Orisha hummed with magic. Burners ignited flames, tiders
beckoned waves, and Zelie's Reaper mother summoned forth souls. But everything changed the night
magic disappeared. Under the orders of a ruthless king, maji were targeted and killed, leaving Zelie
without a mother and her people without hope.

Alexander, Lloyd
The High King
F ALE:L
Exciting lands steeped in the mysteries of legends, sweeping action, casts of memorable characters,
humour, romance…all are vital ingredients in this multi-layered story of high adventure, enchantment and
the eternal struggle between the forces of good and evil.

Amsterdam, Steven
What the Family Needed
F AMS:S
Okay, tell me which do you want: to be able to fly or to be invisible? And so, begins the tale of one
particularly gifted family as it finds itself. Amsterdam lets each member speak, opening up an intimate
wilderness. From a mystified teenager to an over-tired night nurse to a conflicted exile, he captures their
secrets over thirty years, the many voices revealing an uneasy peace.
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Anhar, Nazam
Dragon Hunter
F ANH:N
Vengeance will bring them back here. Prepare for battle. When the dragons emerge to terrorise the
village of Shenzing, the legendary Dragon Warriors are summoned for help. Hajur answers the call, but
in exchange for his protection he requests a boy to become his follower, someone brave enough to train
in the dangerous ways of the warrior. Could Baran, a village outcast, prove to be the one?

Appelhans, Lenore
Level 2
F APP:L
Since her untimely death the day before her eighteenth birthday, Felicia Ward has been trapped
in Level 2, a stark white afterlife located between our world and the next. Along with her fellow drones,
Felicia passes the endless hours reliving memories of her time on Earth and mourning what she's lost,
family, friends, and Neil, the boy she loved.

Asher, Neal
Dark Intelligence
F ASH:N
Thorvald Spear wakes in hospital, where he finds he's been brought back from the dead. What's more,
he died in a human versus alien war which ended a whole century ago. But when he relives his traumatic
final moments, he finds the spark to keep on living. That spark is vengeance. This is the first volume in a
no-holds-barred adventure set in Asher's popular Polity universe.

Asprin, Robert
Another Fine Myth
F ASP:R
Skeeve was a magician's apprentice, until an assassin struck his master dead. Skeeve suddenly found
himself alone with Aahz, a purple-tongued demon who had lost his powers. Skeeve had lost his job. So
together, they set out through a universe populated by amazing beings! This book is great fun.

Baldacci, David
The Finisher
F BAL:D
Welcome to Wormwood: a place where curiosity is discouraged and no one has ever left. Until one girl,
Vega Jane, discovers a map that suggests a mysterious world beyond the walls. A world with
possibilities and creatures beyond her imagining. But she will be forced to fight for her freedom. And
unravelling the truth may cost Vega her life.

Barker, Clive
The Thief of Always : a Fable
F BAR:C
Mr. Hood's Holiday House has stood for a thousand years, welcoming countless children into its
embrace. It is a place of miracles, where every childish whim may be satisfied.

Birmingham, John
Resistance
F BIR:J
A dragon brings down the Vice President's plane, a monster army is camped outside Omaha, and an
empath demon springs an undercover operation in New York. New Orleans was just the beginning.

Blackman, Malorie
Noble Conflict
F BLA:M
Years after a violent war destroyed much of the world; Kaspar has grown up in a society based on peace
and harmony. But beyond the city walls, a vicious band of rebels are plotting to tear this peace apart. It is
up to the Guardians - an elite peacekeeping force - to protect the city, without ever resorting to the brutal
methods of their enemy.

Brooks, Terry

Wards of Faerie
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There was an age when the world was young. It was a time before the coming of humans, a time when
magic was the dominant power - and it was named the age of Faerie. Ever since this time, a bitter war
has been raging between the forces of good and evil. And it was during this age that the Elfstones
protecting the Elven race disappeared. They have been missing for thousands of years. Until now.

Brown, Pierce
Red Rising
F BRO:P
Darrow is a Helldiver, one of a thousand men and women who live in the vast caves beneath the surface
of Mars, generations of people who spend their lives toiling to mine the precious elements that will allow
the planet to be terraformed. The Earth is dying, and Darrow and his people are the only hope humanity
has left

Buckley, Michael
Undertow
F BUC:M
Sixteen-year-old Lyric Walker's life is forever changed when she witnesses the arrival of 30,000 Alpha, a
five-nation race of ocean-dwelling warriors, on her beach in Coney Island. The world's initial wonder and
awe over the Alpha quickly turns ugly and paranoid and violent, and Lyric's small town transforms into a
military zone with humans on one side and Alpha on the other.

Burroughs,Edgar Rice A Princess of Mars
F BUR:E
When Civil War veteran Captain John Carter is incredibly transported from Earth to a strange and weird
landscape on Mars, he finds that the weak gravity exponentially increases his speed and strength. Taken
prisoner by Martian warriors, Carter impresses them with his remarkable fighting skills and is quickly
made a high-ranking chieftain.

Cameron, Miles
Traitor Son Cycle Series
F CAM:M
The Red Knight ; The Fell Sword ; The Dread Wyrm ; A Plague of Swords
Some are born to power. Some seize it. And some have the wisdom never to wield it. The Red Knight
has stood against soldiers, armies and the might of an empire without flinching. He's fought on real and
magical battlefields alike, and now he's facing one of the greatest challenges yet. A tournament.

Canavan, Trudi
Traitor Spy Trilogy
F CAN:T
The Ambassador’s Mission ; The Rogue ; The Traitor Queen
The Traitor Spy Trilogy takes place a generation after the events of The Black Magician Trilogy. Black
Magic is no longer forbidden to Guild magicians, but the knowledge and practice of it is severely
restricted. The underworld’s shaky alliance is long abandoned, and someone is killing off Thieves.

Card, Orson Scott
Pathfinder Series
F CAR:O
Pathfinder ; Ruins ; Visitors
The narrative follows the adventures of a young man named Rigg, an unknowing colonist of a planet
called Garden in a seemingly medieval state of scientific advancement. Rigg, at first a fur trapper's
apprentice who has been educated in nearly every skill by a mysterious figure claiming to be his father,
prominently exhibits a seemingly magical ability to see "paths" (hence the series' title), or the physical
traces of living entities through time, to his benefit.

Carmody, Isobelle
The Gathering
F CAR:I
An exciting story about a sinister town and a group of teenagers who together have the power to rid the
town of evil if they can unravel the messages from the past.

Carmody, Isobelle

Obernewtyn
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A post-apocalypse world where the all-powerful and ruthless Council outlaw new discoveries. Elspeth is
one of a new breed of mind thinkers, and possesses strange powers. Her quest inevitably leads to the
sinister and mysterious Obernewtyn. An exciting story, which is the first in an excellent series.

Cheverton, Mark
Battle for the Nether
F CHE:M
Gameknight999, a real-life Minecraft user trapped inside the game he loves to play and his friend Crafter
have transported to a new server. Malacoda is the King of the Nether, a terrible ghast that wants to
destroy all of Minecraft with his massive army of blazes, magma cubes, zombie pigmen, and wither
skeletons. Knowing the lives of all those within Minecraft — as well as those in the physical world — are
depending on them, Gameknight and Crafter will need to search the land to recruit an NPC army.

Clare, Cassandra,
Brennan, Sarah Rees
& Johnson, Maureen
The Bane Chronicles
F CLA:C
Ever wanted to know why Magnus Bane is banned from Peru? Or what he got up to during the French
Revolution? Or what he bought Shadow hunter Alec Lightwood as a birthday present? Read this book
and find out!

Clare, Cassandra
The Dark Artifices Series
F CLA:C
Lady Midnight ; Lord of Shadows
The sequel trilogy to the internationally bestselling Mortal Instruments series.
Emma Carstairs has finally avenged her parents. She thought she’d be at peace. But she is anything but
calm. Torn between her desire for her parabatai Julian and her desire to protect him from the brutal
consequences of parabatai relationships, she has begun dating his brother, Mark. But Mark has spent
the past five years trapped in Faerie; can he ever truly be a Shadow hunter again?

Clare, Cassandra
Mortal Instruments Series
F CLA:C
City of Bones ; City of Ashes ; City of Glass ; City of Fallen Angels ; City of Lost Souls ; City of
Heavenly Fire
Clary Fray’s search for her missing mother leads her into an alternate New York called Downworld, filled
with mysterious faeries, hard-partying warlocks, not-what-they-seem vampires, an army of werewolves,
and the demons who want to destroy it all. She also finds herself torn between two boys—her best friend,
Simon, for whom she’s developing new feelings, and the mysterious Shadow hunter, Jake.

Colder, Eoin
Artemis Fowl and the Lost Colony
F COL:A
Ten millennia ago, the fairy People were defeated in a great battle with mankind, forcing them to move
underground. Only the eighth family of fairies remained undefeated: the demons. But now one demon
has discovered the secrets of the fairy world, and if humans get hold of this information the fairies are in
BIG trouble. Only one person can prevent this disaster - teenage criminal mastermind Artemis Fowl.

Colder, Eoin
Warp Series
F COL:E
The Reluctant Assassin ; The Hangman’s Revolution ; The Forever Man
Riley, a teen orphan boy living in Victorian London, has had the misfortune of being apprenticed to Albert
Garrick, an illusionist who has fallen on difficult times and now uses his unique conjuring skills to gain
access to victims' dwellings. On one such escapade, Garrick brings his reluctant apprentice along and
urges him to commit his first killing.

Collins, Suzanne
Gregor the Overlander
F COL:S
When 11-year-old Gregor follows his little sister through a grate in the laundry room of the New York
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apartment building, he hurtles into the dark Underhand beneath the city. There, humans live uneasily
beside giant spiders, bats, cockroaches and rats - but the fragile peace is about to fall apart.

Columbus, Chris;
Fizzing, Ned &
Rylander, Chris
House of Secrets Series
F COL:C
House of Secrets; Battle of the Beasts ; Clash of the Worlds
When Brendan, Cordelia and Nell move to Kristoff House they have no idea that they are about to
unleash the dark magic locked within. For the house once belonged to a crazed writer, whose stories
have come to life. Literally. Now the Walker kids must battle against deadly pirates, bloodthirsty warriors
and a bone-crunching giant. If they fail they will never see their parents again and a power-mad Witch
will take over the world.

Constable, Kate
Crow Country
F CON: K
When Sadie is tumbled back in time to view a terrible crime, she is pulled into a strange mystery. Can
Sadie, Walter and Lachie figure out a way to right old wrongs, or will they be condemned to repeat them?

Cooper, Susan
The Dark is Rising
F COO:S
This story describes the struggle between the Old Ones of the Light and the Servants of the Dark. In the
first story 'Over sea, Under Stone', the Drew children find an ancient map and helped by Great Uncle
Merriman begin their search for the buried grail. Their search is hindered by the Lord of the Dark.

Cornish, D. M.
Monster Blood Tattoo Series
F COR:D
Foundling ; Lamplighter ; Factotum ; Tales from the Half-Continent
Tells the story of Rosamunde, a boy unfortunately christened with a girl's name, who has lived his entire
life in a foundlingery (kind of an orphanage) before he is chosen to become a lamplighter in a faraway
city. The book's action takes place entirely on the Half-Continent, a Dickensian world run by arcane
science and alchemy, and plagued with deadly (and not-so-deadly) monsters.

Dalglish, David
Skyborn
F DAL:D
The last remnants of humanity live on six islands floating high above the Endless Ocean, fighting a brutal
civil war in the skies. The Seraphim, elite soldiers trained for aerial combat, battle one another while
wielding elements of ice, fire and lightning. The lives of their parents claimed in combat, twins Kale and
Breanna Skyborn enter the Seraphim Academy to follow in their footsteps.

Daly, Stuart
The Wardens
F DAL:S
Caspan hates life as a thief on the streets, so he leaps at the chance to join a secret order sanctioned by
the King. The Brotherhood seeks the lost magical weapons of an ancient race that will help them fight the
Roon, the invading army who creep ever closer. Defeat seems inevitable. Unless Caspan and his fellow
recruits - Roland, Lachlan, Sara and Kilt - can set aside their differences and use their new skills to help
turn the tide.

Dashner, James
The Maze Runner Trilogy
F DAS:J
The Maze Runner ; The Scorch Trials ; The Death Cure ; The Fever Code
Also available as eBooks.
When the doors of the lift crank open, the only thing Thomas remembers is his first name. But he's not
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alone. He's surrounded by boys who welcome him to the Glade, a walled encampment at the centre of a
bizarre and terrible stone maze. Like Thomas, the Gladers don't know why or how they came to be thereor what's happened to the world outside.

Davidson, Rjurik
Unwrapped Sky
F DAV:R
Caeli-Amur: an ancient city harbouring hidden mysteries, ruled by three warring Houses. Once, the gods
used magic to create reality. Now, under the oppression of the controlling classes, that magic seems like
a dream. But things are changing in Caeli-Amur. Ancient minotaurs arrive for the traditional Festival of
the Sun and New-Men bring wondrous technology from their homeland. Three very different people may
hold the key to the city's survival but only if they can put aside their own personal vendettas.

Delaney, Joseph
Seventh Son
F DEL:J
For years, the local Spook has been keeping the County safe from evil. Now his time is coming to an
end, but who will take over? Many apprentices have tried. Some floundered, some fled, and some failed
to stay alive. Just one boy is left. Thomas Ward. He is the last hope. But does he stand a chance against
Mother Malkin, the most dangerous witch in the County?
D’Lacey, Chris
The Erth Dragons Series
F DLA:C
The Wearle ; The Erth Dragons: Dark Wyng
A Wearle of dragons came to Erth but never returned. Gabrial, a young blue dragon, is desperate to
prove his worth. But the dragons aren't alone in the mountains. Out beyond the scorch line, Ren, a young
home boy, is fascinated by the 'skalers'. Little does he know that his fate and theirs are linked in ways he
could never have imagined.
D’Lacey, Chris
Icefire
F DLA:C
Enter a world of magic and mystery, featuring a host of dragons, polar bears and other mythical beings.
Doherty, Gordon
Assassin’s Creed : Odyssey
F DOH:G
Greece, 5th century BCE. Kassandra is a mercenary of Spartan blood, sentenced to death by her family,
cast out into exile. Now she will embark on an epic journey to become a legendary hero - and uncover
the truth about her mysterious lineage.

Eddings, David
Belgariad Saga Series
F EDD:D
Pawn of Prophecy ; Queen of Sorcery ; Magician’s Gambit ; Castle of Wizardry ; Enchanter’s End
Game
Garion has been raised by his Aunt Pol in an isolated village and does not believe in magic or the tale
that the storyteller told of the evil god, Torak who drove men and gods to war. So he is continually
astonished as events unfold and he finds himself playing an important part in a strange quest.

Eddings, David
Malloreon Series
F EDD:D
Guardians of the West ; Demon Lord of Karanda ; Sorceress of Darshiva ; Enchanters' End Game
The Malloreon is a five-part fantasy book series written by David Eddings, which follows The Belgariad.
The Malloreon is set in the same world as The Belgariad, but expands on several aspects of the setting,
especially the eastern continent of Mallorea.
Ende, Michael
The Neverending Story
F END:M
Bastian is an avid reader who gets drawn into the magical world of Fantastica while he is reading ‘The
Neverending Story’. A fast moving adventure in a land inhabited by amazing creatures.
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Erikson, Steven
A Tale of the Malazan Book of the Fallen series
F ERI:S
Gardens of the Moon ; Deadhouse Gates ; Memories of Ice ; House of Chains ; Midnight Tides ;
The Bonehunters ; Reaper’s Gale ; Toll the hounds ; Dust of Dreams ; The Crippled God ;
The series depicts a period of turmoil in the history of the Malazan Empire and the other nations that
share its world, such as Lether. The series incorporates a vast number of characters (human, immortal
and non-human), storylines, subplots, themes and locations. Unlike most fantasy series, which depict
one large story divided into lesser volumes, the Malazan sequence mostly consists of single novels with
their own self-contained storylines with only subplots and some characters continuing between volumes.

Fallon, Jennifer
The Rift Runners Series
F FAL:J
The Undivided ; The Dark Divide
Ren of the Undivided and his half-Faerie companion Trasa must find a way to stop the Matrachai, who
want to eliminate every magical race in existence. Only the Undivided hold the key to stopping them, and
even the Faerie Brethren have turned to Ren for assistance. With the help of the Pete and Logan
Doherty, the human twins stranded with them, Ren must find a way to save them all, especially his twin
brother Darragh.

Feist, Raymond, F.
Riftwar Saga Series
F FEI:R
Magician ; Silverthorn ; A Darkness at Sethanon ; Prince of the Blood ; The King's Buccaneer ;
Honoured Enemy ; A Crown Imperiled ; Magician’s End
Pug, an orphan boy, is apprenticed to a master magician, when suddenly the peace of the Kingdom is
destroyed as mysterious alien invaders swarm through the land. Pug is swept up into the conflict, but for
him and his warrior friend, Tomas, an odyssey into the unknown has only just begun.

Fforde, Jasper
The Eyre Affair
F FFO:J
Thursday Next is a literary detective without equal, fear, or boyfriend. She is on the trail of the villainous
Acheron Hades, who has been kidnapping characters from works of fiction and holding them to ransom.
Jane Eyre herself has been plucked from the novel of the same name and Thursday must find a way into
the book to repair the damage.

Fforde, Jasper
The Last Dragonslayer Series
F FFO:J
The Last Dragonslayer ; The Song of the Quarkbeast ; The Eye of Zoltar
Jennifer Strange is the fifteen-year-old acting manager of a wizard employment agency, which is
suffering due to lack of magic. When the death of the last of the dragons is predicted, it is to her that
people come looking for ways to profit.

Fink, Joseph &
Cranor, Jeffrey
Welcome to Night Vale: a Novel
F FIN:J
Located in a nameless desert somewhere in the great American Southwest, Night Vale is a small town
where ghosts, angels, aliens and government conspiracies are all commonplace parts of everyday life. It
is here that the lives of two women, with two mysteries, will converge.

Fletcher, Charlie
Iron Hand
F FLE:C
George makes a promise to Edie to protect her no matter what. But when George makes his promise he
is not aware that high on the rooftops an unseen gargoyle is watching them hungrily, waiting to unfold its
stone wings and pounce. Ironhand takes us deeper into the layers of un-London, the place where the
good and the bad statues, the spits and the taints, walk and war. George and Edie must repay the debt,
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which they owe the Gunner for his sacrifice. They must face unspeakable danger and doubt if they are to
save him.

Frey, James &
Johnson-Shelton, Nils
Endgame : the Calling
F FRE:J
Twelve ancient cultures were chosen millennia ago to represent humanity in Endgame, a global game
that will decide the fate of humankind. Endgame has always been a possibility, but never a reality until
now. Twelve meteorites have just struck Earth, each meteorite containing a message for a Player who
has been trained for this moment. At stake for the Players: saving their bloodline, as well as the fate of
the world. And only one can win.

Funke, Cornelia &
Offermann, Andrea
Ghost Knight
F FUN:C
Eleven-year-old Jon Whitcroft and new friend Ella summon the ghost of Sir William Longspee, who may
be able to protect Jon from a group of ghosts that threatens him harm from the day he arrives at
Salisbury Cathedral's boarding school.

Funke, Cornelia
Inkheart Series
F FUN:C
Inkheart ; Inkspell
The books chronicle the adventures of teen Meggie Folchart whose life changes dramatically when she
realizes that she and her father, a bookbinder named Mo, have the unusual ability to bring characters
from books into the real world when reading aloud. Mostly set in Northern Italy and the parallel world of
the fictional Inkheart book, the central story arc concerns the magic of books, their characters and
creatures, and the art of reading.

Funke, Cornelia
The Thief Lord
F FUN:C
Two orphaned children are on the run, hiding among the crumbling canals and misty alleyways of wintry
Venice. Befriended by street children and their mysterious leader, the Thief Lord, they shelter in an old
disused cinema. But there is a threat to the boys' new-found freedom - a beautiful magical treasure with
the power to spin time itself.

Gaiman, Neil
The Graveyard Book
F GAI:N
When a baby escapes a murderer, intent on killing the entire family, who would have thought it would find
safety and security in the local graveyard? Brought up by the resident ghosts, ghouls and spectres, Bod
has an eccentric childhood learning about life from the dead. But for Bod there is also the danger of the
murderer still looking for him - after all, he is the last remaining member of the family.

Gaiman, Neil
Ocean at the End of the Lane
F GAI:N
It began for the narrator forty years ago when the family lodger stole their car and committed suicide in it,
stirring up ancient powers best left undisturbed. Dark creatures from beyond this world are on the loose,
and it will take everything the narrator has just to stay alive: there is primal horror here, and menace
unleashed - within his family and from the forces that have gathered to destroy it. His only defence is
three women, on a farm at the end of the lane. The youngest of them claims that her duck pond is
an ocean. The oldest can remember the Big Bang.
Gardner, Sally
Maggot Moon
F GAR:S
Set in an alternative 1950s Britain, where Standish Treadwell and Gramps live with the rest of the
undesirables in Zone 7, and all stand terrified under the brutal regime of the Motherland. But severely
dyslexic Standish sees the world through different eyes to most, and through his vision and courage he
has to track down his best friend Hector, who has disappeared completely, and ultimately find a way to
bring down the oppressive forces of the Motherland. How can one boy stand against an all-powerful
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army?

Garner, Alan
The Weirdstone of Brisingamen
F GAR:A
Relentlessly pursued by outlandish figures, Colin and Susan are saved by a Wizard who takes them
deep into the hill beneath the wood. In the caves a band of knights lie sleeping, guarded by the strongest
magic the world has ever known: a spell that keeps them from growing old or week, and that no evil can
ever break.

Gentill, S. D.
Hero Trilogy
F GEN:S
Chasing Odysseus ; Trying War ; The Blood of Wolves
The gripping Hero fantasy adventure series bring ancient tales to life with four daring young heroes who
embark on perilous quests plagued by monsters, gods, sorcerers, sirens, magic, vengeance, war, and
many evils.

Gibbons, Alan
Shadow of the Minotaur
F GIB:A
Phoenix hates his new home and the new school where he is bullied, and he's embarrassed by his
computer geek dad. But when he logs onto The Legendeer, the game his dad is working on, he can be
Theseus fighting the terrifying Minotaur. The trouble is The Legendeer is more than just a game. Play it if
you dare.

Gilman, Charlotte
Perkins
Herland
F GIL:C
One the eve of WWI, three American male explorers stumble onto an all-female society somewhere in
the distant reaches of the earth. Unable to believe their eyes, they promptly set out to find some men,
convinced that since this is a civilized country--there must be men.

Grant, Michael
BZRK Trilogy
F GRA:M
Charles and Benjamin Armstrong, conjoined twins, have a goal: to turn the world into their vision of
utopia. No wars, no conflict, no hunger. And no free will. Opposing them is a guerrilla group of teens,
code name BZRK, who are fighting to protect the right to be messed up, to be human. This is no ordinary
war, though. Weapons are deployed on the nano-level. The battleground is the human brain. And there
are no stalemates here: It's victory . . . or madness.

Harris, Joanne M.
The Gospel of Loki
F HAR:J
With his notorious reputation for trickery and deception, and an ability to cause as many problems as he
solves, Loki is a Norse god like no other. Demon-born, he is viewed with deepest suspicion by his fellow
gods who will never accept him as one of their own and for this he vows to take his revenge. But while
Loki is planning the downfall of Asgard and the humiliation of his tormentors, greater powers are
conspiring against the gods and a battle is brewing that will change the fate of the Worlds.

Hearn, Lian
Across the Nightingale Floor
F HEA:L
In his black-walled fortress, the murderous warlord, Iida Sadamu, surveys his nightingale floor.
Constructed with exquisite skill, it sings at the tread of a human foot. No assassin can cross it unheard.
But a boy who lives in a remote mountain village has yet to discover his true identity and his power to
destroy the deadly ambitions of Iida.
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Hehir, Tim
Julius and the Watchmaker
F HEH:T
Julius Higgins runs errands delivering books to customers of his grandfather's bookshop - when he's not
running from Crimper McCready and his gang of bullies. Then a mysterious clock collector turns up
looking for the diary of watchmaker John Harrison. Before he knows what he's doing Julius has tricked
his grandfather, run away from home and done a deal with the strange man Springheel.

Hoban, Russell
Soonchild
F HOB:A
Somewhere in the Arctic Circle, Sixteen-Face John, a shaman, learns that his first child, a soonchild,
cannot hear the World Songs from her mother's womb. The World Songs are what inspire all newborns
to come out into the world, and John must find them for her. But how? The answer takes him through
many lifetimes and many shape-shifts, as well as encounters with beasts, demons and a mysterious
benevolent owl spirit, Ukpika, who is linked to John's past.

Hobb, Robin
Fitz and the Fool Trilogy
HOB:R
Fool’s Assassin ; Fool’s Quest ; Assassin’s fate
Tom Badgerlock has been living peaceably in the manor house at Withywoods with his beloved wife
Molly these many years, the estate a reward to his family for loyal service to the crown. But behind the
facade of respectable middle-age lies a turbulent and violent past. For Tom Badgerlock is actually
FitzChivalry Farseer, bastard scion of the Farseer line, convicted user of Beast-magic, and assassin.

Hobb, Robin
Rain Wild Chronicles Series
F HOB:R
Dragon Keeper ; Dragon Haven ; City of Dragons ; Blood of Dragons
The narrative joins these separate threads together as a party of malformed dragons, their human
keepers and other supporters set out on a quest for the legendary Elderling city of Kelsingra.

Hobb, Robin
The Inheritance
F HOB:R
A collection of novellas and short stories from one of the most critically acclaimed authors in the fantasy
genre, Robin Hobb. Including work written under her pseudonym, Megan Lindholm.

Hoeye, Michael
Time Stops for No Mouse
F HOE:M
Hermux Tantamoq is a watchmaker and leads a predictable and sedate life much like any other mouse.
But all that changes when spunky Linka Perflinger walks into his life. After her mysterious
disappearance, Hermux sets out to find her. Has she been kidnapped? If so, by whom?

Hogan, Mitchell
A Crucible of Souls
F HOG:M
When young Caldan's parents are brutally slain, the boy is raised by monks who initiate him into the
arcane mysteries of sorcery. Growing up plagued by questions about his past, Caldan vows to discover
who his parents were, and why they were violently killed. The search will take him beyond the walls of
the monastery, into the unfamiliar and dangerous chaos of city life. With nothing to his name but a pair of
mysterious heirlooms and a handful of coins, he must prove his talent to become apprenticed to a guild
of sorcerers.

Horowitz, Anthony
Legends Series
F HOR:A
Battles and Quests ; Heroes and Villains ; Beasts and Monsters ; Death and the Underworld ;
Tricks and Transformations ; The Wrath of Gods
These books are all about the story of legendary heroes who has saved the world and people from
dangerous circumstances.
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Horowitz, Anthony
Power of Five Series
F HOR:A
Raven’s Gate ; Evil Star ; Nightrise ; Necropolis ; Oblivion
The series focuses on five children: Matthew Freeman, Pedro, Scott Tyler, Jamie Tyler, and Scarlett
Adams, a group of fifteen-year-old children, five modern day teenagers with some sort of power who are
expected to defeat the Old Ones and save humanity.

Hume, M. K.
Twilight of the Celts Series
F HUM:M
King Arthur: Dragon’s child ; The Storm Lord ; The Ice King
It is a dark and fearful time for the Celts. King Artor has died at the hands of a murderous traitor, and
Ector, a mere boy, is acknowledged as the legitimate heir to the kingdom. But the land of the Celts is
weakened and Ector grows up torn between a sense of doom and duty.

Irvine, Ian
Vengeance
F IRV:I
In Cython's underground slave camps, only the timid and obedient survive, but Tali is neither of these. In
Cython, having magic means the death penalty, and Tali's gift is swelling out of her control. Though no
slave has ever escaped, Tali must, for she has sworn to bring her mother's killers to justice. She meets
Rix, a nobleman, and together they flee through a land at war, pursued by enemies and allies alike.

Jacques, Brian
Redwall
F JAC:B
It is the Summer of the Late Rose. Redwall Abbey, the peaceful home of a community of mice slumbers
in the warmth of a summer afternoon. The mice are busy preparing for a great Jubilee feast. But not for
long. Cluny is coming! The evil one-eyed rat warlord is advancing with his battle-scarred mob. And Cluny
wants Redwall.

Jinks, Catherine
City of Orphans Series
F JIN:C
A Very Unusual Pursuit ; A Very Peculiar Plague ; A Very Singular Guild
Monsters have been infesting London's dark places for centuries, eating every child who gets too close.
That's why ten-year-old Birdie McAdam works for Alfred Bunce, the bogler. With her beautiful voice and
dainty looks, Birdie is the bait that draws bogles from their lairs so that Alfred can kill them. One lifechanging day, Alfred and Birdie are approached by two very different women.

Jinks, Catherine
Saving Thanehaven
F JIN:C
Noble is a knight with a heart that's true and, well, noble. He must fight everything he encounters in his
quest to reach the castle and free the princess. But he's tired. Then one day Rufus comes along and
turns his world upside down.

Jinks, Catherine
Theophilus Grey and the Demon Thief
F JIN:C
Twelve-year-old Theophilus Grey - Philo to his friends - heads a team of linkboys who guide Londoners
home through the dank eighteenth-century alleys by the light of their torches. In the process, the boys
pick up useful information for their master, Garnet Hooke, who runs a spy network from his sickbed.
When thieves and rogues start dropping without a scratch, rumours spread of a dangerous faery demon
on the loose, and Philo begins to fear the worst.
Jordan, Robert
The Wheel of Time Series
F JOR:R
The Eye of the World ; The Great Hunt ; The Dragon Reborn ; The Shadow Rising ; The Fires of
Heaven ; Lord of Chaos ; Crown of Swords ; Path of Daggers ; Winter’s Heart ; Crossroads of
Twilight ; Knife of Dreams ; The Gathering Storm ; Towers of Midnight ; A Memory of Light
In the series' mythology, a deity known as the Creator made the universe and the Wheel of Time, which
governs all of existence. The Wheel has seven spokes, each representing an 'age' or phase of history,
and rotates under the influence of the One Power, which flows from the True Source composed of male
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and female halves (saidin and saidar). Humans who can use this power are called 'channelers'; the
principal organization thereof in the books are the Aes Sedai or 'Servants of All'.

King, Stephen
The Dark Tower Series
F KIN:S
The Gunslinger ; The Drawing of Three ; The Waste Lands ; Wizard and Glass ; The Wind Through
the Keyhole ; Wolves of the Calla ; Song of Susannah ; The Dark Tower
In the story, Roland Deschain is the last living member of a knightly order known as gunslingers and the
last of the line of "Arthur Eld", his world's analogue of King Arthur. Politically organized along the lines of
a feudal society, it shares technological and social characteristics with the American Old West but is
also magical. Many of the magical aspects have vanished from Mid-World, but traces remain as do relics
from a technologically advanced society. Roland's quest is to find the Dark Tower, a fabled building said
to be the nexus of all universes.

Knaak, Richard A.
Legends of the Dragonrealm : Volume III
F KNA:R
An omnibus of the first three novels in New York Times bestselling author Richard A. Knaak’s epic
fantasy series Dragonrealm—collected for the first time in one incredible volume.
`
Knaak, Richard A.
Wolfheart
F KNA:R
In the wake of the Cataclysm, conflict has engulfed every corner of Azeroth. Hungering for more
resources amid the turmoil, the Horde has pressed into Ashenvale to feed its burgeoning war machine.
Unaware of the disaster brewing in Ashenvale, the night elves' legendary leaders, High Priestess
Tyrande Whisperwind and Archdruid Malfurion Stormrage, conduct a summit near Darnassus in order to
vote the proud worgen of Gilneas into the Alliance.

Knox, Elizabeth
Mortal Fire
F KNO:E
Sixteen-year-old Canny Mochrie's parents go away on a vacation, so they send her off on a trip of her
own with her step-brother Sholto and his opinionated girlfriend Susan, who are interviewing the survivors
of a strange coal mine disaster and researching local folklore in 1959 Southland, New Zealand.

Kwaymullina,
Ambelin
The Interrogation of Ashala Wolf
F KWA:A
The Reckoning destroyed civilisation and humanity has had to rise from the ashes. But there are now
people with abilities - Flyers, Firestarters, Rumblers - and society is scared of them. The government
calls them Illegals. Ashala Wolf protects a group of Illegals. They hide together in the Firstwood and she'll
do anything to keep them safe. When Ashala is captured, she realises she has been betrayed by
someone she trusted.

Landy, Derek
Skulduggery Pleasant Series
LAN:D
The books revolve around the adventures of the skeleton detective, Skulduggery Pleasant, and a
teenage girl, Stephanie Edgley/Valkyrie Cain, along with other friends.

Lawrence, Mark
Broken Empire Series
F LAW:M
Prince of Thorns ; King of Thorns ; Emperor of Thorns
Honorous Jorg Ancrath was once a privileged young noble, until one (grim) day when his mother and
brother were brutally murdered before his very eyes, and he became an outcast, leading a band of
brothers who perfectly complement young Jorg’s nature and penchant for violence. Jorg’s rage steadily
builds as he is on the road, and he often lashes out, not thinking about consequences. His ambitions are
without end, and he will go to any length to accomplish them.
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Le Guin, Ursula
The Earthsea Cycle
F LEG:U
A Wizard of Earthsea ; Earthsea: the First Four Books ; The Other Wind
Superb four-part fantasy, comparable with the work of Tolkien and C. S. Lewis, the "Earthsea" books
follow the fortunes of the wizard Ged from his childhood to an age where magic is giving way to evil. As a
young dragon lord, Ged, whose use-name is Sparrowhawk, is sent to the island of Roke to learn the true
way of magic. A natural magician, Ged becomes an Archmage and helps the High Priestess Tenar
escape from the labyrinth of darkness. But as the years pass, true magic and ancient ways are forced to
submit to the powers of evil and death.

Levithan, David
Every Day
F LEV:D
Every day a different life. Every day in love with the same girl. Every morning, A wakes in a different
person's body, a different person's life. There's never any warning about where it will be or who it will be.
A has made peace with that, even established guidelines by which to live: never get too attached. Avoid
being noticed. Do not interfere. And then A wakes up in the body of Justin and meets Justin's girlfriend,
Rhiannon. From that moment, the rules by which A has been living no longer apply. Because A has
found someone he wants to be with - day in, day out, day after day. Can you love someone who is
destined to change each day?

Lochran, Steven
The Riders of Thunder Realm
F LOC:S
Welcome to Thunder Realm, where cowboy-knights known as paladeros herd dinosaurs during
peacetime, and take up arms during war. Joss, a young orphan, has always wanted to be a paladero but first he must prove himself by going on The Way, a treacherous journey through the kingdom to
retrieve a rare Questing Egg. With his trusty raptor Azof by his side, Joss will face off against witches,
bloodthirsty monsters and even his own brethren to learn what it truly means to be a paladero - all while
uncovering a dark conspiracy at the heart of the kingdom.

Lore, Pittacus
Lorien Legacies Series
F LOR:P
I am Number Four ; The Power of Six ; The Rise of Nine ; The Fall of Five ; The Revenge of Seven
The series follow the story of nine human-looking aliens brought to Earth when they were six years old.
Their purpose is to grow into their powers and return to their planet, Lorien, and get it back from the evil
Mogadorians. The teenagers have been protected by a charm, which only allows them to be killed in a
set order, and by non-gifted guardians called Cêpan.

Macleod, Ian R.
The Light Ages
F MAC:I
In the year 1678, Joshua Wagstaffe discovered aether, and the Industrial Revolution began. Not the
Industrial Revolution of our world; but one fuelled by magic. Aether, its secrets jealously guarded by the
Guilds, became the glue that bound English society together. Now, after three hundred years, change is
finally in the air. The talk on the streets of London is of Revolution, of overturning the Guilds, of a New
Beginning.

Mahy, Margaret
The Changeover
F MAH:M
When Jacko becomes ill, his sister Laura realizes that his illness is connected with the unpleasant
antique dealer, Carmody Broque. Laura has to cope with a whole new lifestyle in her attempts to help
Jacko.

Marchetta, Melina
Lumatere Chronicles Series
F MAR:M
Finnikin of the Rock ; Froi of the exiles ; Quintana of Charyn
Book one starts with a prologue explaining how It was the best of times in Lumatere. The kingdom was
safe, wealth was abundant, and the people were happy. Finnikin of the Rock, son of Trevanion, leader of
the King's Guard and best friend of both Prince Balthazar and Lucien, heir to the Monts, forms a pact
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with them to protect the kingdom- and is forced to watch as his entire life collapses: the royal family is
murdered, the Forest Dwellers are slaughtered, an impostor king takes the throne, Finnikin's father is
thrown into jail on accounts of treason and his beloved wife is executed.

Marillier, Juliet
The Caller
F MAR:J
Neryn has made a long journey to perfect her skills as a Caller. She has learned the wisdom of water and
of earth; she has journeyed to the remote isles of the west and the forbidding mountains of the north.
Now, Neryn must travel in Alban's freezing winter to seek the mysterious White Lady, Guardian of Air.

Martin, George R. R.
A Knight of the Seven Kingdoms
F MAR:G
Before Tyrion Lannister and Podrick Payne there was Dunk and Egg. A young, naive but courageous
hedge knight, Ser Duncan the Tall towers above his rivals - in stature if not experience. Tagging along
with him is his diminutive squire, a boy called Egg - whose true identity must be hidden from all he and
Dunk encounter: for in reality he is Aegon Targaryen, and one day he will be king.

Martin, George R. R.
A Song of Ice and Fire Series
F MAR:G
A Game of Thrones ; A Clash of Kings ; A Storm of Swords: Steel and Snow ; A Feast for Crows ;
A Dance with Dragons ; A Storm of Swords: Blood and Gold
Split into two books for the paperback, the third volume in George R. R. Martin's superb and highly
acclaimed epic fantasy, A Song of Ice and Fire. The Seven Kingdoms are divided by revolt and blood
feud. Beyond the Northern borders, wildlings leave their villages to gather in the ice and stone wasteland
of the Frostfangs. From there, the renegade Brother Mance Rayder will lead them South towards the
Wall.

Mayhew, Jon
The Eye of Neptune
F MAY:J
Prince Dakkar, son of an Indian rajah, has issues with authority. Expelled from the world's finest schools,
he is sent to an unconventional educator, Count Oginski. Dakkar plans his escape immediately. But
something about the Count intrigues him, including a top-secret project which he shares with Dakkar - a
submarine.

McBride, Jennifer
Shimmer
F MCB:J
Kora is a powerful genie sent away against her will. Her homeland is threatened and she's been
banished to earth for her own safety. David's life is in chaos and Kora might be just what he needs. But
commanding a genie is notoriously tricky - especially when she's also an angry teenage girl.

McGahan, Andrew
Ship Kings Series
F MCG:A
The Coming of the Whirlpool ; The Voyage of the Unquiet Ice ; The War of the Four Isles ; The
Ocean of the Dead
'If you go to sea, you will come to the attention of the Ship Kings. And if they discover who you are, they
will kill you.' Young Dow Amber is no sailor. But driven by a strange sea-longing he ventures down to the
great grim bay known as the Claw. He hopes to learn there of seafaring, but he finds only a fearful
people who scarcely dare sail at all, for they have been cursed by a monstrous whirlpool that haunts the
bay, stealing away their sons.

McIntosh, Fiona
The Rumpelgeist
F MCI:F
Drestonia's capital is cursed by hauntings and disappearing children, panicking the city. Curiously, it
seems only Crown Princess Ellin, with the help of a young noble, Flynn Jolien, has the power to solve the
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dilemma. The problem is Flynn's been seriously injured by a rival for Ellin's attention and his only chance
of survival depends on the magic of the contrary and elusive sorcerer, Grendel.

McIntosh, Fiona
Valisar Trilogy
F MCI:F
Royal Exile ; Tyrant’s Blood ; King’s Wrath
Led by Loethar, an ambitious and ruthless tyrant, a terrifying army of mercenaries and renegades from
the great southern steppes threatens to overwhelm the Kingdom of Penraven - the army has already
overthrown its two neighbouring realms and left a trail of devastation and broken lives in their wake.
Penraven is Loethar's most desired prize.

McIntosh, Fiona
The Whisperer
F MCI:F
Griff is an ordinary boy, working at a circus - but he has an extraordinary ability. He can receive people's
thoughts, although in an unfocused way. When the circus master decides to exploit this talent, disaster
ensues. Griff decides to escape, taking with him fellow circus member Tess and her magical creatures.

McNeal, Tom
Far Far Away
F MCN:T
Jeremy can hear voices. But when he admits this, the townspeople of Never Better treat him like an
outsider. Life has been tough after his mother left and his father became a recluse, but one voice in
particular proves his salvation: the voice of the ghost of Jacob Grimm.

McQuillan, Heather
Nest of Lies
F MCQ:H
Ashlee is terrified of birds. Birds are blamed for the Plague that destroyed civilisation and now, over sixty
years later, the Sanctuary Guards patrol the reclaimed city and keep it free of birds and other dangers.
Without birds to keep them in check, the bugs take over the gardens and become immune to the
chemical sprays, so Ashlee's Papa, an Elder in the Council, is sent to other ruined cities to search out a
solution.
Cairo Jim and the Rorting of Ramses’ Regalia: an
McSkimming, Geoffrey Alarming Tale of Alchemy
F MCS:G
In a dark, long-forgotten antechamber in the Temple of Hathor, an astonishing hieroglyphic discovery has
been made. What have the hieroglyphs got to do with the legendary Sceptre of Rameses? Is it true that
this dust-smothered ancient sceptre could possibly have the astounding powers attributed to it? Will this
power once again see the light of day in this modern age?

Melki-Wegner, Skye
The Hush
F MEL:S
Chester is on the road, searching every town for clues about his father's disappearance. But when he's
caught accidentally - and illegally - connecting with the Song as he plays his beloved fiddle, Chester is
sentenced to death. Only a licensed Songshaper can bend music to their will. The axe is about to fall.
But there is someone else watching Chester.

Meloy, Colin
Wildwood
F MEL:C
Prue McKeel's life is ordinary. At least until her baby brother is abducted by a murder of crows. And then
things get really weird. Because on every map of Portland, Oregon, there is a big splotch of green on the
edge of the city labelled 'I. W. ' This stands for 'Impassable Wilderness.' No one's ever gone in - or at
least returned to tell of it. And this is where the crows take her brother.
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Meloy, Maile
The Apothecary
F MEL: M
A mysterious apothecary. A magic book. A missing scientist. An impossible plan. Benjamin's father is no
ordinary apothecary, and when he's kidnapped, Benjamin and Janie find themselves entrusted with his
sacred book, the Pharmacopoeia. And it seems that Russian spies are intent on getting their hands on it.
What secrets does the book contain? Who is the Chinese chemist Jin Lo? And can they trust a skinny
pickpocket called Pip to help them?

Meloy, Maile
The Apprentices
F MEL:M
Two years have passed since Janie Scott last saw Benjamin Burrows, the mysterious apothecary's son
who stole her heart. She's thrown herself into an ambitious chemistry project and, when it vanishes, she
suspects the rich and powerful Magnusson of stealing it. And she knows she needs help to fight him. On
the other side of the world, Benjamin and the apothecary have been working in the war-torn jungles of
Vietnam, using their elixirs to help the sick and wounded.

Mieville, China
Railsea
F MIE:C
On board the moletrain Medes, Sham Yes ap Soorap watches in awe as he witnesses his first
moldywarpe hunt. The giant mole bursting from the earth, the harpoonists targeting their prey, the battle
resulting in one's death and the other's glory are extraordinary. But no matter how spectacular it is,
travelling the endless rails of the railsea, Sham can't shake the sense that there is more to life.

Mitchell, David
The Bone Clocks
F MIT:D
One drowsy summer's day in 1984, teenage runaway Holly Sykes encounters a strange woman who
offers a small kindness in exchange for 'asylum'. Decades will pass before Holly understands exactly
what sort of asylum the woman was seeking.

Modesitt, L. E. Jr.
Imager Portfolio Series
F MOD:L
Imager ; Imager’s Challenge
Follow the main character, Rhennthyl, who discovers that he is an imager, one who can visualize objects
into existence.

Modesitt, L. E. Jr.
The Magic Engineer
F MOD:L
In The Magic Engineer, we return to the magical island of Recluce, where Dorrin, a young scion of the
Order magicians, is interested in forbidden knowledge - the working of machines. Promising, intelligent,
but determined to follow his passion for scientific knowledge, Dorrin can invent machines. He is the
Leonardo da Vinci of his age, but his insights violate the rules of the Order magic of Recluce.

Moloney, James
The Book of Lies
F MOL:J
A sleeping boy is brought to an orphanage in the remote high country where, an ageing wizard steals
away the boy's memory using the magical Book of Lies. But he is thwarted by a girl who hears the boy's
name: Marcel. Marcel learns that the mysterious Book can tell falsehood from truth. But can it tell him
who he really is?

Moloney, James
Silvermay Series
F MOL:J
Silvermay ; Tamlyn ; Lucien
Silvermay Hawker is sixteen years old when Tamlyn and Nerigold seek refuge in her village for
themselves and a new-born child. Like every other girl in the district, Silvermay is immediately attracted
to Tamlyn's solemn good looks. She also becomes a friend to Nerigold who is ill and often leaves
Silvermay to care for the baby, Lucien.
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Nicholson, William
Noman
F NIC:W
In a fortress-monastery on an island live the legendary warriors of the Nomana. The age of the Noble
Warriors is over. But questions about the Nomana remain unanswered. Seeker, Morning Star and the
Wildman's journeys will lead them to question their loyalties and those they thought they loved.

Nicholson, William
Wind Singer
F NIC:W
In the city of Aramanth, exams are everything. When Kestrel Hath dares to rebel, the Chief Examiner
humiliates her father and sentences the whole family to the harshest punishment. Desperate to save
them, Kestrel learns the secret of the wind singer and she and her twin brother, Bowman, set out on a
terrifying journey to the true source of the evil.

Nielsen, Jennifer A.
The False Prince
F NIE:J
To unify the divided people, Conner, a nobleman of the court, devises a cunning plan to find an
impersonator of the king's long-lost son and install him as a puppet prince Four orphans are recruited to
compete for the role, including a defiant boy named Sage. Sage knows that Conner's motives are more
than questionable, yet his life balances on a sword's point - he must be chosen to play the prince or he
will certainly be killed.

Niffenegger, Audrey
The Time Traveller's Wife
F NIF:A
This is the extraordinary love story of Clare and Henry who met when Clare was six and Henry was
thirty-six, and were married when Clare was twenty-two and Henry thirty. Impossible, but true, because
Henry suffers from a rare condition where his genetic clock periodically resets and he finds himself pulled
suddenly into his past or future.

Nix, Garth
Frogkisser!
F NIX:G
Princess Anya needs to see a wizard about a frog. It's not her frog, it's her sister's. And it's not a frog, it's
actually a prince. A prince who was once in love with Anya's sister, but has now been turned into a frog
by their evil stepfather. And Anya has made a 'sister promise' that she will find a way to return Prince
Denholm to human form.
Nix, Garth
Newt’s Emerald
F NIX:G
After the Newington Emerald is stolen at the height of a conjured storm, eighteen-year-old Lady Truthful
Newington goes to London to search for the magical heirloom of her house. But as no well-bred young
lady can hunt the metropolis for a stolen jewel, she has to disguise herself as a man, and is soon caught
up in a dangerous adventure where she must risk her life, her reputation, and her heart.
Nix, Garth
The Old Kingdom Series
F NIX:G
Sabriel ; Lirael: Daughter of Clayr ; Abhorsen ; Across the Wall ; Clariel: the Lost Abhorsen ;
Goldenhand ; To Hold the Bridge
The Dead of the Old Kingdom won't stay Dead. With the Abhorsen, the one who can slay them, missing,
his daughter Sabriel is called upon to take his place. Growing up on the wrong side of the Wall that
separates the Old Kingdom from the more modern world of Ancelstierre, Sabriel is thrown into a
dangerous world of magic and the supernatural.

Nix, Garth
& Williams, Sean
Trouble Twisters Series
F NIX:G
Trouble Twisters ; The Monster ; The Mystery of the Golden Card
The series follows siblings Jaide and Jack as they discover that they are both "troubletwisters" and as
such, possess strange abilities. Initially unaware of this fact, this revelation becomes apparent after they
are sent to Portland to live with a grandmother they've never met after their house is destroyed in an
explosion neither of them can fully explain. Once there, their lives grow even stranger as they continue to
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experience strange magical scenarios and beings.

Norcliffe, James
The Enchanted Flute
F NOR:J
A flute that will only play one mysterious song? A strange old man in a wheel chair somehow rejuvenated
by this music? A leap from a window into a strange and often frightening world where nobody can be
trusted and from which there seems to be no escape? The Enchanted Flute sweeps Becky Pym and
Johnny Cadman from the realities of modern day school and the suburbs into an ancient Arcadian world
where an old battle is about to be reignited and where even older forces are preparing themselves.

Novik, Naomi
Uprooted
F NOV:N
Agnieszka loves her valley home, her quiet village, the forests and the bright shining river. But the
corrupted Wood stands on the border, full of malevolent power, and its shadow lies over her life. Her
people rely on the cold, driven wizard known only as the Dragon to keep its powers at bay.

Palma, Felix J.
The Map of Time
F PAL:F
London, 1896. Andrew Harrington's beloved has been murdered by Jack the Ripper. Claire Haggerty
longs to escape the constraints of Victorian society. For both, time is the problem: to escape it, to change
it, might offer them the hope they need. As their lives become entangled with that of H. G. Wells - who is
basking in the success of his novel 'The Time Machine' - all three set off on a desperate flight through the
centuries. But what happens when we alter history?

Paolini, Christopher
Eragon
F PAO:C
When Eragon finds a polished blue stone in the forest, he thinks it is the lucky discovery of a poor farm
boy. But when the stone brings a dragon hatchling, Eragon realises he has stumbled upon a legacy
nearly as old as the Empire itself. Overnight his simple life is shattered and he is thrust into a perilous
new world of destiny, magic and power.

Patrick, Den
The Boy With the Porcelain Blade
F PAT:D
Lucien de Fontein has grown up different. One of the mysterious and misshapen Orfano who appear
around the Kingdom of Landfall, he is a talented fighter yet constantly lonely, tormented by his deformity,
and well aware that he is a mere pawn in a political game.

Patterson, James &
Grabenstein, Chris
Daniel X – Armageddon
F PAT:J
Daniel X has never lost a battle against the disgusting, dangerous extra-terrestrials on his List of Alien
Outlaws. But he must now face a foe whose origins appear nearer to the depths of Hell than to the outer
reaches of the galaxy!

Patterson, James &
Dembowski, Jill
The Fire
F PAT:J
Whit and Wisty Allgood have sacrificed everything to lead the Resistance against the evil regime that
governs their world. And now its supreme leader, The One Who Is The One, has executed the only
family they had left. Wisty knows that the time has finally come for her to face The One.

Paver, Michelle
Oath Breaker
F PAV:M
When he was outcast, Torak was the hunted one. The following spring, he becomes the hunter when he
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swears to avenge the killing of one of his closest friends. To fulfil his oath he must brave the hidden
valleys of the Deep Forest, where the clans have reverted to the savagery of an earlier time. Here, Torak
finally learns why he is the Spirit Walker and discovers the true cost of revenge.
Pearce, Philippa
Tom’s Midnight Garden
F PEA:P
Tom has gone to stay with his aunt and uncle while his brother is ill. When the downstairs clock strikes
13 at midnight, Tom enters the garden that belonged to the house many years before.

Pears, Iain
Arcadia
F PEA:I
Henry Lytten - a spy turned academic and writer - sits at his desk in Oxford in 1962, dreaming of other
worlds. He embarks on the story of Jay, an eleven-year-old boy who has grown up within the embrace of
his family in a rural, peaceful world - a kind of Arcadia.

Pierce, Tamora
Alanna : the First Adventure
F PIE:T
Alanna and her twin brother, Alan, secretly change places as they are sent away from home for training.
Alanna is determined to ignore her magical powers and become a knight, while Alan wants to become a
sorcerer, not a knight.

Pierce, Tamora
Melting Stones
F PIE:T
Four years have passed since Evvy left the streets of Chammur to begin her training as a stone mage. At
fourteen, she's unhappy to be on a new journey with her mentor, prickly green mage Rosethorn, who has
been called to the Battle Islands to determine why the plants and animals there are dying.

Pierce, Tamora
Battle Magic
F PIE:T
When messengers arrive in Gyongxe "inviting" Dedicate Initiate Rosethorn and her two young
companion mages, Evumeimei and Briar, to court to celebrate the birthday of the Emperor of Yanjing,
Rosethorn is eager to go, but Briar suspects that there is an ulterior motive behind the invitation.

Pitt, Darrell
The Firebird Mystery
F PIT:D
Jack Mason has grown up as an acrobat in a circus. Now, after the tragic death of his parents, he must
live inside the gloomy walls of Sunnyside Orphanage in London, a city of fog and snow, filled with
airships, steam cars and metro towers that stretch into space. Luckily for Jack, he's taken under the wing
of the brilliant and eccentric detective Ignatius Doyle.
Pratchett, Terry
The Colour of Magic
F PRA:T
On a world supported on the back of a giant turtle (sex unknown), a gleeful, explosive, wickedly eccentric
expedition sets out. There's an avaricious but inept wizard, a naive tourist whose luggage moves on
hundreds of legs, and of course The edge of the planet. . . The first in the Discworld series.

Pryor, Michael
The Extraordinaires Series
F PRY:M
The extinction gambit ; The Subterranean Stratagem
The Extraordinaires is a series which begins in 1908 and follows the adventures of seventeen year old
Kingsley Ward as he tries to fulfil his long time ambition to become a stage magician. His introduction to
the world of the Edwardian theatre is made all the more difficult by his mysterious background, found
orphaned in India, rescued by a British academic and brought to London.

Pryor, Michael
Gap Year on Ghost Town
F PRY:M
The Marin family run a two-man operation in inner-city Melbourne. Anton has the ghost-sight, but his
father does not. Theirs is a gentle approach to ghost hunting. Rani Cross, combat-skilled ghost hunter
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from the Company of the Righteous, is all about the slashing. Anton and Rani don't see eye to eye - but
with a massive spike in violent ghost manifestations, they must find a way to work together.

Pullman, Philip
Northern Lights
F PUL:P
When Lyra's friend Roger disappears, she and her daemon, Pantalaimon, determine to find him. The
ensuing quest leads them to the bleak splendour of the North, where a team of scientists is conducting
experiments too horrible to be spoken about. A combination of fantasy, drama, science fiction and a
classic thriller.

Redick, Robert V. S.
The Red Wolf Conspiracy
F RED:R
The novel begins with a special notice from the Etherhorde Mariner, announcing that the IMS Chathrand
has mysteriously vanished at sea on a voyage to transport Thasha Isiq to a political wedding to bring
peace to the two competing empires of northwest Alifros.

Reilly, Matthew
Five Greatest Warriors
F REI:M
As the world teeters on the brink of destruction, Jack West Jr learns of the Five Warriors who throughout
history have been intimately connected to his quest. Now in a race against his enemies he must locate
and set in place the remaining pieces of The Machine before the coming Armageddon when oceans will
rise and cities will fall.

Reilly, Matthew
The Four Legendary Kingdoms
F REI:M
Jack West Jr and his family are living happily on their remote farm, when Jack is brutally kidnapped and
he awakes in an underground cell to find a masked attacker with a knife charging at him. Jack, it seems,
has been chosen - along with a dozen other elite soldiers - to compete in a series of deadly challenges
designed to fulfil an ancient ritual.

Reilly, Matthew
The Tournament
F REI:M
The year is 1546. Suleiman the Magnificent, the powerful and feared Sultan of the Ottoman Empire,
issues an invitation to every king in Europe: you are invited to send your finest player to compete in a
chess tournament to determine the champion of the known world. The English delegation - led by
esteemed scholar Roger Ascham - journeys to the glittering city of Constantinople.

Reilly, Matthew
Troll Mountain
F REI:M
A young hero. Barbaric monsters. An impossible quest. In a remote valley, a tribe of humans is being
killed off by a terrible disease. There is a rumour that the trolls of Troll Mountain have a cure for the
illness: a miraculous elixir. When Raf's sister gets sick and his tribal leaders refuse to help him, he makes
a courageous decision. He sets out on his own for Troll Mountain to steal the elixir.
Rice, Morgan
The Sorcerer’s Ring Series
F RIC:M
A Quest for Heroes ; A March f Kings ; A Feast of Dragons
The series starts out about a 14 year-old boy named Thorgrin who lives outside of the Kingdom of the
Ring. Thorgrin’s dream is to become a warrior and join the King’s Legion in order to protect the Ring.

Riggs, Ransom
Miss Peregrine's Home for Peculiar Children
F RIG:R
A mysterious island, an abandoned orphanage, and a strange collection of very curious photographs. It
all waits to be discovered in Miss Peregrine's Home for Peculiar Children, a novel that mixes fiction and
photography. As the story opens, a horrific family tragedy sets sixteen-year-old Jacob journeying to a
remote island off the coast of Wales, where he discovers the crumbling ruins of Miss Peregrine's Home
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for Peculiar Children.

Riggs, Ransom
Tales of the Peculiar
F RIG:R
A new set of stories from the world of Miss Peregrine's Home for Peculiar Children. In this collection of
fairy tales, Ransom Riggs invites you to uncover hidden legends of the peculiar world.

Riggs, Ranson
Map of Days
F RIG:R
Having defeated the monstrous threat that nearly destroyed the peculiar world, Jacob Portman is back
where his story began, in Florida. Except now Miss Peregrine, Emma and their peculiar friends are with
him, and doing their best to blend in.

Riordan, Rick
The Dark Prophecy
F RIO:R
Leaving the safety of the demigod training ground, a disgraced Apollo embarks on a quest across North
America to find a dangerous ancient-world Oracle while navigating the challenges of the evil Triumvirate.

Riordan, Rick
Heroes of Olympus Series
F RIO:R
The Lost Hero ; The Son of Neptune ; The Mark of Athena ; The House of Hades ; The Blood of
Olympus
The Heroes of Olympus is Rick Riordan's sequel series to the Percy Jackson and the Olympians series.
It focuses on Greek-Roman mythology instead of only Greek mythology like its predecessor series.

Riordan, Rick
The Hidden Oracle
F RIO:R
How do you punish an immortal? By making him human. After angering his father Zeus, the god Apollo is
cast down from Olympus. Weak and disoriented, he lands in New York City as a regular teenage boy.
Now, without his godly powers, the four-thousand-year-old deity must learn to survive in the modern
world until he can somehow find a way to regain Zeus's favour.

Riordan, Rick
Magnus Chase and the Hammer of Thor
F RIO:R
Thor's hammer, the mightiest force in the Nine Worlds, is missing again. But this time the hammer isn't
just lost, it has fallen into enemy hands. If Magnus Chase and his friends can't retrieve the hammer
quickly, the mortal worlds will be defenceless against an onslaught of giants.
Riordan, Rick
Magnus Chase and the Sword of Summer
F RIO:R
Magnus Chase has always been a troubled kid. Since his mother's mysterious death, he's lived alone on
the streets of Boston, surviving by his wits, keeping one step ahead of the police and the truant officers.
One day, he's tracked down by an uncle he's never met - a man his mother claimed was dangerous. His
uncle tells him an impossible secret: Magnus is the son of a Norse god.

Riordan, Rick
Percy Jackson and the Greek Heroes
F RIO:R
In this follow-up to Percy Jackson and the Greek Gods, demigod Percy Jackson tells the stories of twelve
of the original Greek heroes in all their gory, bloodthirsty glory. Want to know who cut off Medusa's
head? Which hero was raised by a she-bear? Who tamed Pegasus, the winged horse? Percy has all the
answers.

Riordan, Rick
The Serpent's Shadow
F RIO:R
Carter and Sadie Kane face the impossible task of defeating Apophis, the serpent of chaos, before he
can destroy the mortal world. Unfortunately, the magicians of the House of Life are on the brink of civil
war, the Gods are divided, and the young initiates of Brooklyn House stand almost alone against the
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forces of chaos.

Rodda, Emily
The Forests of Silence
F ROD:E
When the seven mysterious and powerful gems in the magic Belt of Deltora are stolen and hidden, the
evil Shadow Lord invades Deltora and enslaves the people. Two unlikely companions set out on a
perilous quest in secret to find the lost gems and rid their land of the tyrant.

Rodda, Emily
The Silver Door
F ROD:E
Rye is willing to risk everything to save his brothers, lost in the terrifying world beyond the Wall of Weld.
Sonia is determined to find and destroy the Enemy who is sending the ferocious flying beasts called
skimmers to ravage the city. The companions barely escaped with their lives during their first adventure
beyond the golden Door. But they won't give up.

Rodda, Emily
The Third Door
F ROD:E
The companions have faced the heart-stopping perils of the land behind the Golden Door, and the cold
terrors that lurk behind the Silver Door as well. By a miracle, they have survived them both. But Weld is
still under threat, and many questions remain to be answered.

Roemmers, Alejandro
Guillermo
The Return of the Young Prince
F ROE:A
Even princes from faraway planets do not always remain small. Eventually they grow up and, no longer
content with their tiny planet, set off once again to explore the universe anew. So the Little Prince, now a
teenager, one day returns to Earth and finds himself on a lonely country road in the vast, desolate plains
of Patagonia.

Roth, Veronica
Divergent Trilogy
F ROT:V
Divergent ; Insurgent ; Allegiant
In the world of Divergent, society is divided into five factions - Candor, Abnegation, Dauntless, Amity and
Erudite. Every year, all sixteen-year-olds must select the faction to which they will devote the rest of their
lives. For Beatrice Prior, the decision is between staying with her family and being who she really is.

Rothfuss, Patrick
The Slow Regard of Silent Things
F ROT:P
The University, a renowned bastion of knowledge, attracts the brightest minds to unravel the mysteries of
enlightened sciences like artificing and alchemy. Yet deep below its bustling halls lies a complex and
cavernous maze of abandoned rooms and ancient passageways - and in the heart of it all lives Auri.
Rothfuss, Patrick
The Wise Man’s Fear
F ROT:P
Picking up the tale of Kvothe Kingkiller once again, we follow him into exile, into political intrigue,
courtship, adventure, love and magic, and further along the path that has turned Kvothe, the mightiest
magician of his age, into Kote, the unassuming pub landlord.

Rowling, J. K.
Harry Potter Series
F ROW:J
Harry Potter thinks he is an ordinary boy – until he is rescued by an owl, taken to Hogwarts School of
Witchcraft and Wizardry, learns to play Quidditch and does battle in a deadly duel. The reason: Harry
Potter is a wizard!

Rowling, J. K.

The Tales of Beedle the Bard
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The Tales of Beedle the Bard played a crucial role in assisting Harry, aided by his friends Ron and
Hermione, to finally defeat Lord Voldemort. It contains five richly diverse fairy tales, each with its own
magical character.

Rubinstein, Gillian
Foxspell
F RUB:G
Tod's family is in turmoil; his father has gone to England and the rest of the family has gone to live with
his grandmother in the country. He is strangely drawn to the foxes that prowl the nearby quarry.

Rushdie, Salman
Two Years Eight Months & Twenty-Eight Nights
F RUS:S
A simple gardener begins to levitate; a baby is born with the unnerving ability to detect corruption in
people; the ghosts of two long-dead philosophers begin arguing once more, and storms pummel New
York so hard that a crack appears in the universe, letting in the destructive djinns of myth (as well as
some graphic superheroes).

Ryan, Anthony
Blood Song
F RYA:A
Vaelin Al Sorna's life changes forever the day his father abandons him at the gates of the Sixth Order, a
secretive military arm of the Faith. Together with his fellow initiates, Vaelin undertakes a brutal training
regime - where the price of failure is often death. Under the tutelage of the Order's masters, he learns
how to forge a blade, survive the wilds and kill a man quickly and quietly. Now his new skills will be put to
the test. War is coming.

Saberhagen, Fred
The First Book of Swords
F SAB:F
Thousands of years after the world war so terrible that it changed the very laws of nature, gods again
stalk the earth and play their malicious games with human lives. A fledgling hero also lives, with a sword
forged by the smith beneath the mountains as a gift for the gods.

Salvatore, R. A.
The Ancient
F SAL:R
Searching for his long-lost father, Bransen Garibond is tricked into journeying across the Gulf of Corona
to the wild lands of Vanguard, where he is pressed into service in a desperate war against the brutal
Samhaist, Ancient Badden.

Salvatore, R. A.
The Companions
F DND:S
The Companions moves Salvatore's signature hero Drizzt into a new era of the Forgotten Realms. As
Drizzt's fate hangs in the balance, he reflects on the lives of the trusted allies who stood by his side
throughout his early life - the friends now known as the Companions of the Hall. Meanwhile, the first
stirrings of the Sundering begin.

Salvatore, R. A.
The Demon Awakens
F SAL:R
In a volcanic cavern a great, awakening beast vexes to life all that is violent and base in the enchanted
land of Corona. No creature dwelling there will remain unscathed. Incited by this newly awakened evil,
goblins ravage the settlements of the frontier, abetted by fearsome giants.

Salvatore, R. A.
Echoes of the Fourth Magic
F SAL:R
Jeff Del Guidice was proud of his assignment to the research submarine The Unicorn. But his mission
had barely begun when the vessel was sucked into a mysterious undersea void where time stood still,
before propelling it forward, through the centuries.

Salvatore, R. A

Homeland
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Drizzt is the young prince of a royal house in the world of the Underdark. He possesses a sense of
honour which is beyond the scope of his unprincipled society, and is faced with the dilemma of whether
he can live in a world that rejects integrity. Book One of the Dark Elf trilogy.

Salvatore, R. A.
The Highwayman
F SAL:R
It is God's year 54, many years before the Demon Wars, in the land of Corona. The roads are unsafe to
travel; goblins and bloodthirsty Powries search out human prey. Two religions struggle fiercely for
control.

Salvatore, R. A.
The Witch's Daughter
F SAL:R
In this second adventure in The Chronicles of Ynis Aielle, the daughter of the Emerald Witch must
summon her powers to stop an ancient warlock from rising from the ashes to dominate a forested world
of witches and wizards.

Sanders, Ted
The Box and the Dragonfly
F SAN:T
From the moment Horace F. Andrews sees the sign from the bus - literally a sign with his name on it everything in his normal little life changes. At the House of Answers, a magically hidden warehouse full of
mysterious objects, people think he's special - a Keeper of an incredible gift. `

Sanders, Ted
The Harp and the Ravenvine
F SAN:T
Horace F. Andrews and his friend Chloe are Keepers of magical objects of extraordinary power. But as
the presence of a new Keeper is made known, they are drawn into a struggle to find out who she is and
where her loyalties lie.

Sanderson, Brandon
The Complete Alcatraz
F SAN:B
On his 13th birthday, Alcatraz - a foster child - gets a bag of sand in the mail which purports to be his
'inheritance' from his mother and father. The Librarians, of course, immediately steal the bag, sparking a
chain of events which leads Alcatraz to realise his family is part of a group of freedom fighters who resist
the evil Librarians - the secret cult who actually rule the world.

Sanderson, Brandon
Mistborn Trilogy
F SAN:B
Mistborn: the Final Empire ; The Well of Ascension ; The Hero of Ages ; The Gathering Storm
For a thousand years the ash fell and no flowers bloomed. For a thousand years the Skaa slaved in
misery and lived in fear. For a thousand years the Lord Ruler, the Sliver of Infinity, reigned with absolute
power and ultimate terror, divinely invincible. Then, when hope was so long lost that not even its memory
remained, a terribly scarred, heart-broken half-Skaa rediscovered it in the depths of the Lord Ruler's
most hellish prison.

Sanderson, Brandon
Steelheart
F SAN:B
Ten years ago, Calamity came. It was a burst in the sky that gave ordinary men and women
extraordinary powers. The awed public started calling them Epics. But Epics are no friend of man. With
incredible gifts came the desire to rule. And to rule man you must crush his will. Nobody fights the Epics nobody but the Reckoners.

Sanderson, Brandon
Words of Radiance
F SAN:B
Return to a planet swept by apocalyptic storms, a world tipping into war as aristocratic families move to
control the shard blades and shard plates, ancient artifacts from a past civilisation that can win wars.
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Sanderson, Brandon
Skyward : Claim the Stars
F SAN:B
Spensa's world has been under attack for hundreds of years. An alien race called the Krell leads
onslaught after onslaught from the sky in a never-ending campaign to destroy humankind. Humanity's
only defence is to take to their ships and fight the enemy in the skies.

Sandhu, Jo
Tarin of the Mammoths : the Exile
F SAN:J
Tarin longs to be a hunter, but his twisted leg means he is feared and bullied. After a disastrous mishap,
Tarin is forced to leave his family and travel alone across wild, unknown land to save the Mammoth Clan.

Scarrow, Alex
Time Riders Series
F SCA:A
Day of the Predator ; The Doomsday Code ; Gates of Rome ; The Eternal War
The novels revolve around three teens that are recruited by an agency known as 'The Agency' moments
before their deaths. The Agency was set up to protect the established set of events throughout history
and to fix it if it is tampered with. They operate from their field office underneath an archway of
the Williamsburg Bridge in New York City in a two-day 'Time Bubble', on 10 and 11 September 2001.
Each novel revolves around a major change in the historical timeline and the team must work with each
other to fix it with the help of their 'support units' – cyborgs who can mimic human behaviour.

Scarrow, Simon
Gladiator : Son of Spartacus
F SCA:S
Free from slavery, Marcus is determined to find and save his kidnapped mother. Meanwhile his master,
Julius Caesar, wants Marcus to help destroy the bands of rebel slaves and their leader, Brixus, who
plans to unite a slave army and resurrect the cause of Spartacus. But Marcus and Brixus are old allies
who share a life-threatening secret.

Schott, Sven
Kentash
F SCH:S
A brooding rock among a council of dark trees is what draws the boy to this place. He knows he should
not be here, but the temptation is irresistible: the Stone Cathedral in the Witch's Forest. No one comes
here; no one dares. The decree is unspoken for the warning is ancient.

Scott, Michael
The Secrets of the Immortal Nicholas Flamel Series
F SCO:M
The Alchemyst ; The Magician ; The Sorceress ; The Necromancer ; The Warlock ; The
Enchantress
The main story arc charts the adventures of two fifteen-year-old American teens, named Sophie and
Josh Newman, whose regular lives working at their summer jobs (Sophie works in a coffee shop, Josh in
a bookstore) are turned upside down by the arrival of Dr. John Dee. Dr. Dee engages the bookstore
owner, Nick Fleming, in a battle of magic in an attempt to steal an ancient book, The Book of Abraham
the Mage (a. k. a. the Codex) from him.

Setchfield, Nick
The War in the Dark
F SET:N
Europe 1963. When the assassination of a traitor trading with the enemy goes terribly wrong, British
Intelligence agent Christopher Winter must flee London. In a tense alliance with a lethal, mysterious
woman named Karina Lazarova, he's caught in a quest for hidden knowledge from centuries before, an
occult secret written in a language of fire.

Sehestedt, Mark
Cry of the Ghost Wolf
F DND:S
Hweilan went into the Feywild, a girl focused on avenging her family's death, and emerged a brutal killer.
Nendawen the Hunter has anointed her his Hand in destroying the demonic and undead forces of his
nemesis--the murderer of her family--Jagen Ghen. But while she managed to survive long enough to
become the Hand of the Hunter, the war with Jagen Ghen has just begun. And while she is hunting themAB ‘BANJO’ PATERSON LIBRARY
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-they are likewise hunting her.

Shan, Darren
Cirque du Freak
F SHA:D
Darren Shan is just an ordinary schoolboy, until he visits the Cirque du Freak, until he meets Madam
Octa, until he comes face-to-face with a creature of the night. Soon, Darren and his friend Steve are
caught in a deadly trap and must make a bargain with the one person who is not human and only deals
in blood.

Shan, Darren
The City Trilogy
F SHA:D
Procession of the Dead ; Hell’s Horizon ; City of the Snakes
The City trilogy is a noirish, gritty urban fantasy for adults and older teenagers. Set in a city of merciless
gangsters, mysterious Incan priests, and shadowy figures that belong body and soul to the world of the
night. This is a dark, brutal series about power, corruption and the price of one's soul.
Shan, Darren
Hell’s Heroes
F SHA:D
The conclusion to Darren Shan's The Demonata. Bec has formed an unholy alliance with Lord Loss.
Kernel is blind, held on Earth against his will. Grubbs is mad with grief and spinning out of control. The
demons are crossing. The Disciples are falling. The Shadow is waiting. Welcome to the end.

Shan, Darren
Saga of Larten Crepsley Series
F SHA:D
Birth of a Killer ; Ocean of Blood ; Palace of the Damned ; Brothers to the Death
A 4 book series about Mr Crepsley's life before he met Darren Shan at the Cirque Du Freak. 200 years
in the life of a tormented, valiant vampire.

Shan, Darren
Zom-B Series
F SHA:D
Zom-B ; Underground ; City ; Angels ; Baby ; Gladiator ; Family
When news reports start appearing of a zombie outbreak in Ireland, B Smith's racist father thinks it's a
joke-- but even if it isn't, he figures, it's ok to lose a few Irish. B doesn't fully buy into Dad's racism, but
figures it's easier to go along with it than to risk the fights and abuse that will surely follow sticking up for
Muslims, blacks, or immigrants. But when zombies attack B's school, B is forced on a mad dash through
the serpentine corridors, making allegiances with anyone with enough guts to fight off their pursuers.

Shaw, Ali
The Trees
F SHA:A
There is no warning. No chance to prepare. They arrive in the night: thundering up through the ground,
transforming streets and towns into shadowy forest. Buildings are destroyed. Broken bodies, still
wrapped in tattered bed linen, hang among the twitching leaves. Adrien Thomas has never been much of
a hero. But when he realises that no help is coming, he ventures out into this unrecognisable world.

Shearer, Alex
The Cloud Hunters
F SHE:A
Hunting the skies is not for the faint-hearted. In a world where water is scarce and deadly jellyfish swim
through the sky, mollycoddled teenager Christien dreams of excitement and danger. When he meets the
exotic and alluring Jenine and her family of Cloud Hunters, he becomes determined to fulfil that dream.

Smith, A. J.

The Black Guard
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The Duke of Canarn is dead, executed by the King's decree. The city lies in chaos, its people starving,
sickening, and tyrannized by the ongoing presence of the King's mercenary army. But still hope remains:
the Duke's children, the Lord Bromvy and Lady Bronwyn, have escaped their father's fate.

Smith, Dodie
The Hundred and One Dalmatians
F SMI:D
When their 15 puppies suddenly disappear, Pongo and Missus know Cruella de Vil is responsible. As
they set out to recover their family, dogs across the country help them in their dangerous adventure.
They soon discover that there are rather more than just 15 Dalmatians whose lives are threatened by
Cruella.

Stewart, Martin
Riverkeep
F STE:M
When 15-year-old Wulliam's father is possessed by a dark spirit, Wull must care for him and take on his
family's mantle of Riverkeep, tending the Danek.

Stewart, Mary
The Crystal Cave
F STE:M
Fifth century Britain is a country of chaos and division after the Roman withdrawal. This is the world of
young Merlin, the illegitimate child of a South Wales princess who will not reveal to her son his father's
true identity. Yet Merlin is an extraordinary child, aware at the earliest age that he possesses a great
natural gift - the Sight.

Sullivan, Michael
Hollow World
F SUL:M
Ellis Rogers is a seemingly ordinary man who is about to embark on an extraordinary journey. All his life
he has played it safe and done the right thing. But when he is faced with a terminal illness, Ellis is willing
to take an insane gamble.

Tanner, Lian
Ice Breaker
F TAN:L
Petrel lives in the dark corners of an ancient icebreaker, the Oyster. She trusts no on, speaks to no one
except two large grey rats, Mister Smoke and Missus Slink. But then a boy is discovered, frozen on an
iceberg, and Petrel is determined to save him.

Thorne, Jack
Harry Potter and the Cursed Child ; Parts One and Two
F ROW:J
As an overworked employee of the Ministry of Magic, a husband, and a father, Harry Potter struggles
with a past that refuses to stay where it belongs while his youngest son, Albus, finds the weight of the
family legacy difficult to bear.

Tolkien, J. R. R.
The Hobbit
F TOL:J
The adventures of the Hobbit Bilbo Baggins, who joins a band of dwarfs, led by Gandalf the Wizard to
seek to recover the stolen treasure hidden in Lonely Mountain and guarded by Smaug the Dragon.

Treadwell, James
Advent
F TRE:J
For centuries it has been locked away, lost beneath the sea, warded from earth, air, water, fire, spirits,
thought and sight. But now magic is rising to the world once more. And a boy called Gavin, who thinks
that he is only a city kid with parents who hate him, and knows only that he sees things no one else will
believe, is boarding a train, alone, to Cornwall. No one will be there to meet him.
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Webb, Catherine
Waywalkers
F WEB:C
Sam Linnifer works part-time at a London university as a translator of obscure ancient texts. He's a quiet
chap with a few friends here and there and an affection for cats. He's also immortal and the Son of Time.
You might know him better as Lucifer, the Devourer of Souls, or the Devil.

Weeks, Brent
Night Angel Trilogy
F WEE:B
The Way of Shadows ; Shadow’s Edge ; Beyond the Shadows
The story follows the life of Azoth (later Kylar Stern) as he struggles as a guild rat to become the ultimate
wetboy (an assassin with magical talent, such as the ability to muffle sound or to block an attack), but
then tries to leave it all behind and finally becomes the avatar of retribution: the Night Angel.

Weis, Margaret &
Hickman, Tracy
Bones of the Dragon
F WEI:M
Skylan Ivorson is a sea-raider of the Vindras and eventually becomes the Chief of Chiefs of all Vindras
clans, an honour he truly feels he deserves as one who has been blessed by Skoval, the god of war. But
sometimes a blessing is a curse in disguise.

Weis, Margaret &
Hickman, Tracy
Secret of the Dragon
F WEI:M
New gods are challenging the old high god, Torval, for ruler ship of the world. The only way to stop these
brash interlopers lies with the five bones of the Vektia Dragons - hidden away by the Dragon Goddess,
Vindrash during the creation of the world. Without these bones, Aelon, one of the new gods, cannot
seize power.

Westerfeld, Scott
Afterworlds
F WES:S
Darcy has secured a publishing deal for her three paranormal books. Now she must find the wherewithal
to write the second one whilst she has a reprieve from going to college, thanks to her savvy sister. In the
story Darcy has written, the character Lizzie survives a traumatic shooting event only to discover that
she has become a psychopomp; a spirit guide to the dead. But she's not dead. Or is she?

Westerfeld, Scott
Swarm
F WES:S
It's the holiday season, but the celebration at the Zeroes' underground nightclub is blown apart when two
strangers with new powers take to the dance floor. The Zeroes pursue them, only to discover that they're
fleeing an even more sinister power-wielder, Swarm.

Westerfeld, Scott ,
Lanagan, Margo &
Biancotti, Deborah
Zeroes
F WES:S
Six Californian teens have powers that set them apart. Take Ethan, a. k. a. Scam. He's got a voice inside
him that'll say whatever you want to hear, whether it's true or not. Which is handy, except when it isn't-like when the voice starts gabbing in the middle of a bank robbery. The only people who can help are the
other Zeroes, who aren't exactly best friends these days.

Wilkinson, Carole

Dragonkeeper Series
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Dragonkeeper ; Garden of the Purple Dragon ; Dragon Moon ; Blood Brothers ; Shadow Sister
Set in ancient China, during the Han Dynasty, a slave girl saves the life of an aging dragon and escapes
her brutal master. Pursued by a ruthless dragon hunter, the girl and the dragon make an epic journey
across China carrying a mysterious stone that must be protected. This is a story of a young slave girl
who believes she is not worthy of a name but finds within herself that the strength and courage to make
this perilous journey, and do what must be done.

Williams, Tad
Memory, Sorrow and Thorn Series
F WIL:T
The Dragonbone Chair ; Stone of Farewell ; To Green Angel Tower : Siege ; To Green Angel:
Storm
Set on the continent of Osten Ard, whose inhabitants include Sithi, Qanuc and other races, including
distinct human nations. The youthful conquests of King John the Presbyter united most of the human
world into a single realm, but by the beginning of the first book, the former conqueror is too old and
feeble to stop his sons from quarrelling. As the conflict widens throughout their world and beyond, a
young orphan struggles to understand enough of it to survive.

Williams, Tad
Shadowmarch Trilogy
F WIL:T
Shadowmarch ; Shadowplay ; Shadowrise ; Shadowheart
The series takes place principally in the castle and province of Southmarch. Prominent sub-plots cover
connected events to the south and north of Southmarch, respectively in the land of Xis and the Qar
(faerie) lands beyond the impassable Shadowline. The action centres on the troubled Eddon family, the
rulers of Southmarch, the nearest human province to the Shadowline and formerly territory held by the
Qar prior to the expulsion by expanding humans.

Woodall, Clive
One for Sorrow, Two of Joy
F WOO:C
Welcome to Birddom - a land where magpies rule. Dark forces are at work. An evil intelligence is
masterminding their inexorable rise. Dominance has been achieved by systematic genocide and
slaughter.

Woodall, Clive
Seven for a Secret (Never to be Told)
F WOO:C
Man and nature are at war with each other. Evil flaps its black wings once more, and casts dark
shadows. But which is the darker? Evil from without - or from within? Besieged from all sides, the ancient
tawny owl, Tomar, battles to keep Birddom pure and whole. He still has friends to help him, though far
fewer than before.

Wurts, Janny
Alliance of Light Series
F WUR:J
Fugitive Prince: The Wars of Light and Shadows ; Grand Conspiracy ; Peril’s Gate ; Traitor’s Knot
; Stormed Fortress ;
The tale of Arithon and Lysaer, the two half-brothers whose struggles are tied to the fate of Paravia, a
fantasy universe.
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